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Improved upper bounds are given for the kth terms of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger 
series for the eigenelements of a perturbed operator. These are used to obtain error 
bounds, which are better than the previously known estimates, for the iterative 
refinements of computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors, in the case of a collectively 
compact approximation. If  the perturbation operator is of a special kind, stronger 
results are available; these results show a shift in the convergence pattern of 
approximate eigenvectors as compared to that of approximate eigenvalues. ‘i? 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let TO and T be closed operators in a complex Banach space X with a 
dense domain D. We may think of T as the perturbed operator obtained 
by adding the perturbation operator T - TO to TO. Let A0 (resp. A,) be a 
simple eigenvalue of TO (resp. T,*) with a corresponding unit eigenvector $,, 
(resp. 4:). Consider the well-known Rayleigh-Schrodinger series for the 
eigenelements of T: 
10 + f Aa) and &I+ f 4”‘. 
k=l k=l 
By finding bounds for the kth terms of these series, conditions are given for 
the convergence of the above series to an eigenvalue A and a corresponding 
eigenvector 4 of T. These bounds are sharper than those given in [4, 31. 
We also give a simple proof to show that our conditions are meaningful if 
T,, is replaced by a member T,, of a sequence which converges to a given 
operator T in a collectively compact manner. 
* This work was sponsored by the Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences (BRNS) Depart- 
ment of Atomic Energy, Government of India. 
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For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . consider the approximate eigenvalues 
and the approximate eigenvectors 
of T, where Aho) = A0 and q$,“) = q50. It was noticed in [4] that certain 
numerical experiments show a shift in the convergence of the A$‘s to 1 as 
compared to the convergence of the &‘s to 4. This shift was sought to be 
theoretically justified in [3]. However, we show that the argument in [3] 
was based on the rough estimates for IA&‘)1 and ll&ll obtained there. The 
sharper estimates given either in [4] or in the present paper do not allow 
us to conclude any such shift. In particular, we cannot argue, as was 
claimed in [3], that the iterated Galerkin method proposed by Sloan 
improves upon the eigenvector in the Galerkin method under the assump- 
tion of collectively compact convergence. Perhaps, the experimental shift is 
a peculiarity of those specific examples and can be theoretically explained 
by obtaining better bounds for the even terms lltia”‘ll, k=O, 1,2, . . . . We 
cite some examples which show that such a shift need not be a common 
phenomenon of the collectively compact approximation and that in specific 
examples actual values of )A- $1 can be much smaller than the theoretical 
bounds. 
If a simple eigenvalue A,, of To is separated from the rest of the spectrum 
of To by a closed Jordan curve y, then the spectral projection PO and the 
reduced resolvent So associated with To and A0 are given by 
PO= -&.j 
Y  
R,(z)dz=$$-+, 
09 0 
and 
respectively, where R,(z) = (To - zZ)-’ for z in the resolvent set of To. 
In case the perturbation operator (T - To) satisfies S,( T - To) So = 0 we 
show that the two Rayleigh-Schrodinger series converge under even 
weaker conditions and better estimates for IAb”‘l and Ilq5&k’ll can be 
obtained. Still better results are obtained if we also have Po( T- To) PO = 0. 
These perturbation operators occur in the localization of an eigenvalue 
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(Chatelin 11, Chap. 6, Section 51). Curiously, in these special cases we note 
a theoretical shift in the upper bounds for II - k:I and 114 - &\I, similar to 
the one noticed in the experiments cited in [7, 31. 
2. BOUNDS FOR I#j')j AND ~~q5~k'~~ 
For t E @, let r(t) = T,, + t( T- T,), so that T(0) = T,, and T( 1) = T. The 
coeffkients of the Rayleigh-Schriidinger series 
,z, tkLbk’ and kzO tk&k) (2.1) 
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T(t) are given by 
and, for k = 2, 3, . . . . 
,p,=((T-To)9Sk-“~90*),~(k)=S 
(60,40*) 
0 0 
-(T-To)m’x~l)+k~‘~C’rlk-i’ 
0 0 . 
i=l I 
For later use we state the following version of Theorem 2.1 of [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Cp=, Rk\\dbk)l\ < 00 for some real number R > 0. Then 
for all t with (tl 6 R, the series CFCo tkAhk’ and Ckm,o tkq5bk’ converge in C 
and X to, say A(t) and 4(t), respectively, where A.(t) is an eigenvalue of T(t) 
and q5( t) is a corresponding eigenvector satisfying PO&t) = do. 
As in [3], we set the following notations: 
v = ll(T- To) 4011, 
P= lIPoIl = l/1($0> $4Y)I, 
r= ll~oll, 
CT= IICT- To) SolI, 
p = max{qppT, 0). 
In addition, we introduce the following quantities to express the bounds for 
I%a)l and lj~&k’ll: 
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For a real number r 2 1, let 
Bk= Il(T- To) SW-- To) SolI/IISollk-l, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
P(r) = sup{j3,/rk- ‘: k = 1, 2, . ..}. 
and 
b(r) - max{(w02, rrlplk D(r)} 
= maxhWAr), B(r)). 
Notice that p( 1) = p. 
THEOREM 2.2. For k = 1, 2, . . . . we have 
Inhk’l < ak - 1 w(fi)k- ‘, 
k odd 
ak-l~~u(~)k-Z7 k even 
and 
ll#s’tt G akvr(d%8)k-19 
k odd 
akvrdr)t&??)k-2y k even, 
where a 0~ 1, ak=cfzI ai-lak_i, k= 1, 2, . . . . are the Maclaurin coefficients 
of the finction S(x)= (1 -,/%)/2x, O< (xl,< $, S(O)= 1. (See [3, 
Section 21.) 
ProoJ: Let 
I#= -(T-7-,)$6, 
and 
k-l 
(2.2) 
*b”‘= -(r-To)soll/g-l)+ c nb’)So+p, k = 2, 3, . . . . 
;= 1 
Then it can be seen inductively that 
and (2.3) 
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We first prove the following inequalities for k = 1, 2, . . . . by induction on k: 
k odd 
k even 
k odd 
k even 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
for all integers m = 1, 2, . . . . Then the bounds for \A&“‘\ and ll&k’ll are 
obtained from the relations 
and, for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
‘lb” + 1)’ < ll(T- ToI &II Il~~k’ll/l(40~ h?)ll k odd 
ll(T- To) &v%k~ll/l(&I~ 4o*)lt k even. 
Now we proceed to the proof of (2.4) and (2.5). Note that 
IIG’II = II -(T- Tel) hll = 97 
and, for all integers m = 1, 2, . . . . 
ll(T- ToI sy ‘#II G Il(T- ToI SolI lIW”- l IIWII 6 or”-‘rl. 
Thus (2.4) and (2.5) are true for k= 1. We assume (2.4) and (2.5) for all 
integers k = 1,2, . . . . n - 1, where n z 2, and prove them for k = n. From 
(2.2) we see that 
n-1 
ll$b”‘ll G ll(T- Tel) &4e- l) II + 1 lxj? II&II ll’I4?ll (2.6) 
I=’ 
and 
ll(T- ToI xw?ll G Il(T- TCJ %YT- ToI &II Ilkw’)ll 
n-1 
+ 1 ‘Abr”’ ‘l(T- T,) s;+“g)-‘)“. (2.7) 
r=l 
We divide the proof into two cases according as n is odd or even. 
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Case 1. Let n be odd. Then from the induction hypothesis we get 
ll(T- mso~b”-“II Qw&/m-‘, (2.8 1 
IG)l II&ll lltw)II 
ai-~~P(JGo)‘~‘Ta~-irl~(r)(Jso)“~i~2~ i odd, 
ai-*rlpa(JGo)i-2Ta,-i~(~)n-i-1, i even 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . n - 1. Since qpar< qpp(r)T< d(r), we have 
In~‘l llsOll ll$~-i’ll <aj-,a,-iq(m)n-‘. (2.9) 
Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) in (2.6) we get 
Also, since ll(T- To) S~$~)ll < ll(T- T,) SoI IIS,J”-r Ilrl/~‘ll, we get, 
ll(T- To) sgplqjq <al”-‘a,(&j)“-‘. 
Case 2. Let n be even. Then from the induction hypothesis we obtain 
ll(T- To) &bw’)ll dL,tl~(fi)“-Z (2.10) 
and, for i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, 
lzj? II&II IlG?ll 
ai-ltjp(JZ@)ipl Ta*-i~(fi))n-ip’, i odd 
ai-,rlpo(JG’-7Tj)‘-2 ~lZ,-itf/d(r)(&F))“-i-2, i even. 
Since qpf < p(r) and qpra 6 6(r), we see that 
l4Y lls3ll IIWi)ll 6 ai- 1u,-irlP(r)(&+j)“-*. (2.11) 
Substituting (2.10) and (2.11) in (2.6), we get (2.4) for k = n even. Also, 
since 
we have 
ll(T- TO) %YT- To) &II 1111/&‘-“11 <a,-ltl(V”-l(fl))n. (2.12) 
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For i= 1, 2, . . . . n- 1, 
< 
1 
~,-l~P&/awl a”&pI-“($fF))“-‘-l, i odd 
ai- ~~~(Jso)i~2~,~i~(r~)m(Jbo))“~i~ i even 
~Ui-,a,-irl(rr)m-l(~)n. (2.13) 
Substitution of (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.7) gives (2.5) for k=n even. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.3. If we use the majorizations v]p < m/rr, qpT< G(r)/rf, 
VI’ < m/rp, and npo < qpp(r) < G(r)/rT in the results of Theorem 2.2, we 
obtain, for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
I4”‘l G~kLl$($mk (2.14) 
and 
lldk’ll < uk $ (ml’. (2.15) 
In Corollary 3.2 of [3], the following bounds for In&“‘1 and I14bk’ll were 
obtained: 
where s(r) = max{cc(r), r2qpJ’p} with a(r) = diameter{(T 
x = ( So/rQk ( T - To) S,, y for k = 1, 2, . . . . y E X, II y 11 d 1 }. 
It can be easily verified that 
P(r) G a(r) and 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
To) S,x: 
so that 6(r) < c(r). Thus, a comparison of (2.14) and (2.15) with (2.16) and 
(2.17) shows that the bounds obtained in Theorem 2.2 are in general better 
than those obtained in [3]. Also, while the proof in [3] uses induction on 
two variables k and h, our proof is based on induction on k only. 
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For r= 1, Redont [4] has obtained the bounds for /Ah”’ and 11#h”11 as 
follows ((3.17) of [3]): 
IAbk’l 6 ak-lvP(&)k-‘y 
k odd 
ak- lw~(&)k-2~ k even 
and 
akqr($)k-ly k odd 
akvr!d&)k-23 k even, 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where E = E( 1). Again the relations cr < ,u and 6( 1) < E( 1) show that our 
results contain Redont’s result. Also Redont obtains the bounds for I1hk)l 
and Ilq5$,k)lj separately by making use of the perturbation series of Kato [2, 
pp. 79-921, which we have completely avoided. Thus our bounds for (Lhk)l 
and 1jq5hk’/1 are sharper than those obtained in [4,3], and are based on a 
simple proof. 
3. RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF 16 AND & 
In this section we prove a result which determines a region of con- 
vergence of the two Rayleigh-Schriidinger series (2.1) and gives error 
bounds for the approximate eigenelements A$ = Cf= 0 $j) and & = Cf= ,, q5(i) 
of T. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let r 3 1 and fi < i. Then for all t such that I tl 6 1, 
the two Rayleigh-Schriidinger series (2.1) converge to an eigenvalue A(t) and 
a corresponding eigenvector b(t) of T(t) = TO + t(T- TO) with P,q5(t) = &,. 
The bounds for the errors )A- A$ and IId - $:/I, where A = A( 1) and 4 = c$( 1 ), 
are given by 
I~-Iz,I~JzrlpCl+4(~-l)(T1 (3.1) 
II - &I G 4(J5 - 1) qp[Ji 0 + 46(r)] (3.2) 
II+ - hll G 4(Jz- 1) UT@ + 4p(r)l (3.3) 
IId - &II G lWT(,b- 1) AT) + (7 - 4$) WI1 (3.4) 
and, for k = 1,2, 3, . . . 
(~-~~kl~ll~(166(r))k[(~-l)+(7-4~)cr] 
I~-& 2k+‘) 6 qp(168(r))k[(7 - 4fi) of 16(fi-- 1) 6(r)] 
lld-4ikll GrlT(1Wr))kCV-4,h)+ Wfi- l)Ar)l 
114-h 2k+111 <~r(166(r))~ 16[(fi- l)p(r)+(7-4$)6(r)]. 
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Proof. Convergence of the two series CpcO Jtlk I&‘)j and Ckm,,, ItJk Ijtib”‘j\ 
for ItI 6 1 and m < f follows by using the bounds for IAj,“‘l and ljq$k’ll 
given in (2.14) and (2.15), respectively, and using the fact that the series 
C~zO~k~k converges for 1x1~ $. Thus by Lemma 2.1, the two series (2.1) 
converge to an eigenvalue J.(t) and to a corresponding eigenvector 4(t) of 
T(t) that satisfies the relation PoqS(t) = &,. For obtaining the bounds for 
the errors I&--#$ and [[~--&II, we let 
MktX) = f a2(i+ kjx2’, Nk(X)= f u2(i+k)+lX 
2; 
,=O i=O 
for 1x1 < i and k = 0, 1, 2, ,... Then using the bounds for lAhkll and llb&k)ll of 
Theorem 2.2, we see that 
t1 - liki d vds(r))kCMk(fi) + Nk(m) al (3.5) 
V-10 2kc1i ~~~(s(r))kCNk(~)cr+1Mk+I(v/So)6(r)l (3.6) 
II&d~kII <vr(a(r))k[Nk(m) + Mk+ ,(Jb(r)) p(r)] (3.7) 
M-40 2kf11i <tlr(s(r))kCMk+l(~) ptr) + Nk+ ,(fi) 6(r)l. (3.8) 
The proof is completed by noting the following relations: 
MO(&),, ,< M,( l/4) = f Qzi( 1/4)2i = Jr2 
i=O 
~o(~)KN,(1/4)=4 E a2i+ ,(V) 2r+1 = 4(2 - fi) 
i=O 
and, for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
k-1 
ikfk(&+j) < itfk( l/4) = 42k ,/? - 1 a2i( l/4)” d 42k(,,h - 1) 
i=O 
k-l 
N,(J;To)<Nk(1/4)=42k+L 2-a- 1 ~~~+,(1/4)~~+’ 
i=O > 
< 42k(7 - 4&). 
Remark 3.2. In this thesis, Redont [4] gives the following bounds for 
IA - ~01, 12 - ~~I? II4 - 4011, and 114 - dAl/, whenever 4 < $: 
V-A01 C&PC1 +4($- 1)Pl (3.9) 
In-n:1 <4(& l)t&,/5p+4El (3.10) 
II~-4011~4(x/5- l)?rCJZ+4Pl (3.11) 
II4 - hII G W-CL/5 1) P + (7 - 4~5) ~1. (3.12) 
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Comparison of (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) with the above four inequalities 
(3.9) (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) shows that, our results for r= 1 are better 
than those of Redont, as 0 <p and 6( 1) < E. Also noting the relations 
6(r)<&(r) and qp(r)= 0(6(r)) = q m, we see that the result of 
Kulkarni and Limaye [3, (4.5)] 
is improved by our results. 
By taking the step of convergence of & to 4 as E(r), it is stated in [3, 
Remark 4.21 that &,“-I and 4;“ are approximations to 4 of the same order. 
But this observation is based on the rough estimates (2.17) for II&j”Il’s. 
Upon considering the sharper error bounds (2.18) and (2.19) given by 
Redont or the still sharper bounds given by us in Theorem 2.2, we conclude 
that the 2kth and (2k+ 1)th approximations (both for values and vectors) 
have bounds of the same order whereas a better bound is available for the 
(2k + 2)th approximation. These sharper bounds show no shift between the 
behaviour of convergence of the &‘s to 4 and the J$‘.s to 1. However, in the 
numerical examples referred in [4, 31, there is a shift in the convergence of 
the &‘s to 4 and of the 2:s to A. The approximate eigenvalues can be 
grouped as (A,,, Ah), (Ai, AZ), etc., whereas the approximate eigenvectors 
can be grouped as (&, &), (&, &j), etc. according to their orders. This is 
perhaps a pecularity of those examples, and as pointed out by Redont in 
[4], general theoretical results cannot explain it. If one is able to improve 
the bounds for Il&‘)II’s for k even, then one could explain the above shift 
theoretically. This is the situation, as we point out in Section 4, in case the 
operator (T- T,,) is of a special kind (Remark 4.3). In Fig. 1 we show 
schematically the order of smallness of the computed values of Ilj,“l’s and 
II~$‘)II’s, when T,, is the 10th Fredholm approximation of the operator T 
given by TX(S)=!, ’ e”x(t) dt, x E C( [0, l]), s E [0, 11. The figure also 
shows the patterns of the theoretical bounds obtained in [3] as well as the 
ones obtained in Theorem 2.2. 
In Table I we cite some numerical results which show that there does not 
have to be a shift between the convergence of the 1:‘s to il and of 4;‘s to 4, 
and that the computed values can actually be much smaller than the 
theoretical upper bounds: 
TX(S) = s’ k(s, t) x(t) dt, XEC([O, ll), SE co, 11 
0 
k,(s, t) = es’, kz(s, t)= (toss-cos tl, s, tE [0, 11. 
Approximation by Sequence of Operators 
In order to apply the above results to practical situations, we would need 
that m < $. In this subsection we consider the case of a sequence of 
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3 4 5 6 7 -& 
Computed value of logk!k)/ 
- - Computed value of log Ik!k’ll 
-10 
I 
-11 
I 
-~- Theoretical bound for log IAdk’l 
and log II @VI given in Theorem 2.2 
Theoretical bound for logllP&k’ll 
FIGURE 1 
bounded operators (T,) which converges to a bounded operator T in the 
norm or in a collectively compact fashion (see [3, Section 51 for definition). 
It is not clear whether 6,( 1) (obtained by replacing To by T, in 6( 1)) tends 
to zero as n -+ co, when (T,,) is a collectively compact approximation of T. 
But for r > 1, we prove that 6,(r) -+ 0 as n -+ co. 
Let T be a bounded operator on X and let A be a simple eigenvalue of 
TABLE I 
Method n Kernel k+ 0 1 2 
Galerkin 
Sloan 
Nystrom 
I~-%1 6.1 x lO-4 6.1 x lo-“ 1.0 x 10-e 
IIS-4kll 7.1 x 10--j 1.1 x 1o-3 1.5 x lo--4 
I~-Gl 6.0 x lO-4 1.0x lo-” 4.6x 10-” 
W-Xl 9.5 x 1om4 5.0 x loms 3.4 x 1om5 
V-XI 1.3 x lo-5 4.6 x 1O-9 3.7 x 10-l" 
II - A.",[ 2.7 x lo-’ 2.5 x 10-l 9.4 x 10mS 
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T separated from the rest of the spectrum of T by a closed Jordan curve 
y contained in the resolvent set of T. Let (T,) be sequence of bounded 
operators on X such that 11 T, - TII -+ 0, or T,, converges to T in a collec- 
tively compact fashion. Then for n large enough there is exactly one spec- 
tral value of T, inside y which is a simple eigenvalue of T,. For such (fixed) 
n, let T,, = T,, q5,, = #,, & = d,*, P, = P,, and S,, = S,. Correspondingly, we 
define the quantities q,,, p,,, L an, ~~(4, U9, PnWp ~,W~ and h&9. 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) Let 11 T, - TII -+ 0. Then for any fixed r > 1, p,(r) + 0 
and hence 6,(r) -+ 0 as n + co. 
(b) Let (T,,) converge to T in a collectively compact fashion. Then for 
any fixed r > 1, p,,(r) is bounded and for r > 1, 6,(r) --) 0 as n + co. 
ProoJ: In both the types of convergence, it can be verified easily that 
the sequences (p,), (Z-,) are bounded and q, -+O as n -+ co. Since 
T,,x+ TX, S,x + Sx, (T- T,) S,x+O so that the sequence (G.,) = 
(11 (T- T,,) S,)j ) is bounded, by the uniform boundedness theorem. Thus we 
see that, if 11 T- TJ + 0 then pa(r) = max{rq,p,r,, a,} + 0 as n + co, and 
since 6,(r) < (,u,,(r))‘, 6,(r) also tends to zero as n --f co. 
Let (T,) converge to T in a collectively compact fashion. We have 
already shown that {pn(r)} is bounded. Now we show that /?Jr) +O as 
n+ co if r> 1. Recall that 
A(r) = sq-~{ ll(T- T,J SfXT- T,,) S,lll(~llS,II Jkel, k= L2, . ..>. 
Since (T,,) converges to T in a collectively compact fashion and S,x + Sx 
for all x E X, (T- T,) S, converges to 0 in a collectively compact fashion 
(See [l, Proposition 3.41). This, together with (T- T,) S$ + 0, XE X, 
implies that I[( T- T,) Sk( T- T,,) S,II + 0 as n + co (see [ 1, Proposi- 
tion 3.81) for each fixed k = 1, 2, . . . . Also, note that l/llS,,ll < l/r,(S,) = 
dist(&, o(T,,)- {&})<2llT,I(. Since (IIT,/) is a bounded sequence, we see 
that, for each k = 1, 2, . . . . B:,= II~~-~,~~~~~-~,~~,Il/~II~,lI~k-‘--,~ as 
n --f co. Now, since &G tri and ( l/r)k-’ -+ 0 as k + co, it follows that 
/?Jr) + 0 as n + co. Thus we have proved ,that for r > 1, 
6,(r) = max{w, pJnbh-), A(r) > + 0 as n-rco. 
Remark 3.5. Noting the relation 
IIAII <diameter{Ax: llxll G l} <21(~I( 
for a bounded operator A on X, it can be easily verified that 
/-L(r) G a,(r) G V,(r). 
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Thus the above theorem gives another proof for a,(r) -+ 0, which is much 
simpler than the one given in [3]. (The proof in [3] makes use of a result 
of DePree and Klein on collectively compact sets of operators.) 
4. SPECIAL PERTURBATIONS 
Since T= To + (T- T,), we can look upon T, as the unperturbed 
operator and (T- T,) as the perturbation operator. When the operator 
(T - T,) has some special features, we can obtain better results regarding 
the region and the rate of convergence of the Rayleigh-Schriidinger series. 
In this section we consider some of these special cases and compare them 
with the general case. We shall also indicate a situation where one of these 
cases arises naturally. 
We introduce the following notations: 
Clearly, F < 6’ Q 6. 
Let b,=b, = 1, and for k=2, 3, . . . . 
bk= C- bi-tbk-,. 
i= I 
It can be seen that bk is the coefficient of xk in the Maclaurin expansion of 
(1/2x)[(l +x)-&l +x)(1 -3x)], 
f(x)={ 1 
o< 1x1<: 
2 x = 0 
Note that 6, d uk for all k, and in fact, 
“($(k+;pn)3k+17 k=1,2 ,.... 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S,( T- To) So = 0. Then for k = 1, 2, . . . . we have 
ln$lk’l < b,JP(@)k-l, 
k odd 
b, - I W’&b)k - *, k even, 
and 
Ild~k’ll < bkV&/@)k- ‘. 
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Also if ,/&$, then the sequences (A;) and (4;) convergence to 
eigenelements 3, and 4 of T such that Pod = &, and 
In-n,l~frlPC(~+1)+(3-~)crl 
In-n’l~~~~[(9-3~)a+9(~-1)6’] 
IA- Aikl 6 $p(9Qk[(fi - 1) + (7 - 33) a], k = 1,2, . . . 
II-1, 2k+11 &p(9~‘)k[(7-3~)a+3(J--1)6’],k= 1,2,... 
IIqCq5;II ~3@(3,,6)~, k=O, 1,2, . . . . 
ProoJ Since S,( T- T,,) S, = 0, it follows that for k = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
k-l 
(4.1) 
If we letII/$,‘)= - (T- To) q$, as before, but for k = 2, 3, . . . . 
k-l 
$,A&) = C A;) s,+bk-i), 
i= 1 
(4.2) 
then again we have q5g’= S,tib”‘, k= 1, 2, . . . . and Aik’= 
((T- To) SO+bk-‘), q5$)/(&, q5$), k = 2, 3, . . . . It can be proved by mathe- 
matical induction that for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Iltibk’ll 6 bk?(d’)k-l 9 (4.3) 
and for all integers m 2 1, 
ll(T- To) s;;,@,ll < bk’i’ar”- ‘(v@“- ‘3 k odd, 
b&‘+ ‘(,/‘$“, k even. 
(4.4) 
Since the induction proof is similar to that given for Theorem 2.2, we shall 
omit the details. We merely point out that in the specal case with 
S,( T- T,,) So = 0, we obtain better bounds for III+G$~)II, k even, than the 
general case (cf. Theorem 2.2). This is because 
whereas earlier we only had 
?(a + Jsocl>) G a2w(r) 
as an upper bound for I( !P~“ll. This improvement persists for all even k. 
From the relations (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain the desired bounds for IAhk)l 
and /I#~‘11 exactly as before. 
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Let now, fi < i. For 1x1 < f, and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . let 
M;(X)= f bz(j+kjx’ and N;(X)= f b2C,+k,+lx2j. 
j=O /=O 
It can be seen that 
and for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Using the above bounds for M;(>) and ,Y;(>), we obtain, as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, the desired bounds for the errors II - I.“,1 and 
IId - dtll, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
THEOREM 4.2. Let So(T- To) So = 0 = P,(T- To) PO. Then for k = 
1,2, . . . . we have 
lll&2k’l Q ak- ,rp0(6”)k- ‘, 
ll4~*“-“ll <a k-,qf(S”)k-‘. 
Also, if ji-8” d 4, then the sequences (I,:) and (4;) converge to eigenelements 
1 and 4 of T such that P,I$ = do and 
II - 101 = IA - $1 < 2qpo, II4 - 4011 d w 
and, for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
In-n$kl = In-n;k+‘l <rpa(46”)5 
II4 - dik- Ill = II4 - 4GklI d VQ46”Y. 
Proof Since S,( T - To) So = 0 = Po( T - To) PO, we have 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
nb’)=((T-T,)do~do*)=(Po(T-T,)Po~o,~,*)=O 
(44 40*) (d>40*) ’ 
409/13912-9 
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&*)=S,(T- To) So(T- To) q5,+nf)gj’)=o+o=o. 
It can be seen inductively that for all k= 1, 2, . . . . 
#k-Lo and qq)‘“’ = 0, 
and 
40 (*k+lLSo igl @94fk+1-*0. 
Again, let tic’= - (T- T,) do, but for k = 1, 2, . . . . let 
@k+l)= k E, #Og,fk + 1 - 20. 
Then by a simple induction process we see that 
Il+b’“+ ‘))I < a,tj+“jk. 
The bounds (4.5) and (4.6) for l&k’l and Ilq5&k’ll follow immediately. The 
bounds for the error in (4.7) and (4.8) are obtained by noting the relations 
for k = 1, 2, . . . and c,E o aj(S” )j < 2. 
Remark 4.3. To compare the orders of bounds for the approximate 
eigenelements ni and &, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . given in Theorems 3.1, 4.1, and 4.2, 
we make Table II. 
TABLE II 
k-+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
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TABLE III 
k+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
First we note the inequalities 
and 
for any r > 1. We have seen in Theorem 3.4 that under the norm 
convergence p,( 1) -+ 0 as n + co; while under the collectively compact 
convergence, although 6(r) + 0 as n + cc for r > 1, the quantities ~,JT) may 
be merely bounded. We thus consider two distinct cases. 
Case 1. p = /A( 1) is small. In this case Table II is reduced to Table III. 
It is curious to note that the above behaviour of (A - At1 and 114 - bg[I, 
when ~1 is small and S,( T - To) So = 0 = PO( T - T,,), is very similar to the 
numerical example quoted in [3,4] of Nystrom’s method applied to the 
kernel, 
k(s, r) = 
41 - t), if sdt 
t(l -s), if t < S. 
If A, is the largest eigenvalue of the 30th Nystrom approximation, the 
actual computed values are shown in Table IV. 
Case 2. p is not small, but 6(r) is small. In this case Table II can be 
rewritten as in Table V. 
TABLE IV 
k 0 1 2 3 4 5 
IA-Gl 0.09 x 10 -4 1.1 x 1o-4 2.5 x lo-’ 1.2 x lo-’ 9.3 x 10ml’ 2.6 x lo- lo 
lls-r:,ll 7.2 x 1O-4 2.0x 1O-6 7.8 x lo-’ 6.9 x 1O-9 1.7 x 1O-9 2.6 x 10-l’ 
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TABLE V 
General 
case 
UT- To) & 
=o 
S,(T-T,)S,=O 
P,(T- To) PO 
k-+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
In-a 1 4 r14r) v%r) rl(@r))2 rl(&-)Y 
Ils-skll rl I vVr) f&r) v(d(r))2 v(@r)Y 
flm2 do2 
do2 rf(6’p2 
rl(W tl(U2 
rl(U2 do3 
We observe that in the general situation the orders of the error bounds 
for the kth approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors are the same, and 
they get better by steps of two. In case only S,( T- To) S, = 0, then error 
bounds for the kth approximate eigenvalues n,k and eigenvectors q5: are of 
the same order if k is even, and if k is odd, then the bound for II& - 411 
is fi times the bound for 12; -A). As a result, the bound for the 
approximate eigenvalues get better in steps of two by a factor of 8, while 
the bound for the approximate eigenvectors get better at every step, but by 
a factor of only ,/%. When S,,(T- T,) S,,=O = Po(T- T,,) P,, the bound 
for both approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors get better in steps of 
two but there is a shift: the error bounds for 2kth and (2k + 1)th 
approximate eigenvalues are of the same order, while those for the 
(2k + l)th and (2k + 2)th approximate eigenvectors are of the same order. 
Remark 4.4. The particular case S,,( T - To) So = 0 = P,( T - T,,) P, 
arises when one considers the localization of an eigenvalue and a corres- 
ponding eigenvector of a given densely defined closed operator T in X (see 
Chap. 6, Section 5 of [ 11). 
Let Q(-)= CL &Wh ~431 h f or some q$, in the domain of T and 4: 
in the domain of T*, such that IlqJ,II = 1 = /[#II and (q$,, 4;) #O. Let To= 
QTQ + (1 - Q) T(l - Q) on the domain of T. Then 1, = (T&,, qS$)/(q&, 4:) 
is an eigenvalue of To with a corresponding eigenvector q5,,. Assume that R, 
is simple. Then Q is the spectral projection P, associated with & and To, 
and q5$ is an eigenvector of T,* corresponding to the simple eigenvalue 2,. 
If S, is the associated reduced resolvent, we note that 
S,(T-T,)S,=O=P,(T-T,)P,. 
Hence Theorem 4.2 is applicable. 
Note added in proof: In Theorem 3.4(b), it can be shown that 6,(l) -+O as n + co, 
provided each spectral point of T which is nearest to ), belongs to the discrete spectrum of T. 
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(See “On the error estimates for the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series and the Kato-Rellich pertur- 
bation series,” by R. P. Kulkarni and B. V. Limaye, to appear in the J. Australian Math. Sot. 
(Series A), 1989). 
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